
Battleground Preview
It’s  the latest filler show that no one really wants to see
before we have another filler PPV that maybe a few more people
want to see in three weeks.  Let’s get to it.

As usual we’ll start with the pre-show match.  I’ll take
Ziggler to win.  The guy has fallen, but come on: it’s Damien
Sandow.  Even Ziggler hasn’t fallen that far.  I have a
feeling this might lead to more later though.

 

Give me Bryan in the main event, presumably setting up the
final showdown inside the Cell next time where Orton will
stand tall by embracing the CRAZY.  It’s a sad day when a
three week title reign will completely blow away his other two
reigns, but that’s the WWE we live in.

 

I’m going to take RVD to win the title and say there’s an
immediate cash-in.  RVD’s contract is up and it would be a
nice way to transition the title to Sandow.  The question
though is is Sandow worse than Del Rio as champion?  Somehow I
think so, meaning WWE will likely give Damien the title just
to mess with us even more.  The match should be nothing of
note though.

 

Punk over Ryback, setting up a handicap match of some sort
next show where he FINALLY destroys Heyman once and for all.

 

Unfortunately Brie over AJ because we’re supposed to love Brie
because she’s sleeping with Daniel Bryan and hate AJ because
reality TV is AWESOME.
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The Rhodes Family wins, but by nefarious means.  I heard an
idea that says Big Show is told to destroy the Rhodes, but
accidentally gets caught, giving them the win via DQ.  That’s
a good way to protect everyone and get the desired result.

 

Axel over Truth of course.

 

Bray beats Kofi in an entertaining match.  If this is turned
into the rumored six man, the Wyatts destroy Kofi and the Usos
in an even more entertaining match.

 

Overall, I’m really not interested in Battleground.  It’s
clearly just a pit stop before we get to the Cell in a mere
three  weeks,  which  somehow  is  an  improvement  from  past
schedules.  The show should be entertaining on some levels,
but it’s coming in with almost no hype and a main event that
we’ve seen before.  Nothing special about this show, which is
the case with so much in WWE at the moment.

 

Thoughts/predictions?

 

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:



And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


